Automatic activation mapping and origin identification of idiopathic outflow tract ventricular arrhythmias.
Activation mapping is used to guide ablation of idiopathic outflow tract ventricular arrhythmias (OTVAs). Isochronal activation maps help to predict the site of origin (SOO): left vs right outflow tract (OT). We evaluate an algorithm for automatic activation mapping based on the onset of the bipolar electrogram (EGM) signal for predicting the SOO and the effective ablation site in OTVAs. Eighteen patients undergoing ablation due to idiopathic OTVAs were studied (12 with left ventricle OT origin). Right ventricle activation maps were obtained offline with an automatic algorithm and compared with manual annotation maps obtained during the intervention. Local activation time (LAT) accuracy was assessed, as well as the performance of the 10ms earliest activation site (EAS) isochronal area in predicting the SOO. High correlation was observed between manual and automatic LATs (Spearman's: 0.86 and Lin's: 0.85, both p<0.01). The EAS isochronal area were closely located in both map modalities (5.55 ± 3.56mm) and at a similar distance from the effective ablation site (0.15±2.08mm difference, p=0.859). The 10ms isochronal area longitudinal/perpendicular diameter ratio measured from automatic maps showed slightly superior SOO identification (67% sensitivity, 100% specificity) compared with manual maps (67% sensitivity, 83% specificity). Automatic activation mapping based on the bipolar EGM onset allows fast, accurate and observer-independent identification of the SOO and characterization of the spreading of the activation wavefront in OTVAs.